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 exe provides a Windows executable that runs the game using the dedicated server. It allows the user to play against another player (or CPU controlled) in a single-player experience. It will also allow the user to join other players' games (either against CPU or other players) for co-op play. This executable works on all supported operating systems. What's new in this version: - New cover art for the
game. - Added Achievements & Leaderboards support. - Support for Windows 8 and 8.1. - Switched to the Vulkan API. - Many bugfixes. - Updated to the Steam Multiplayer update 5/17/2017. - Huge update to the lighting system. - New ambient occlusion system, post processing effects, and HDR support. - New dynamic grass simulation system. - The visual bugs that plague the engine have been

fixed. - Optimized loading times. - Completely reworked and updated animation system. - Updated the new weapon model system to allow for deformations, reflections, and bump maps. - Added new animation system to the weapon model system. - Fixed missing textures in the z-buffer. - Several bug fixes. - Updated to the Steam Multiplayer update 7/24/2017. - Optimized player movement. -
Finished the player model editor and basic physics. - Added support for character death. - Added character animation. - Finished implementing the new weapon system. - Added developer commentary and a customizable HUD. - Added more lightmapped textures. - Added new lighting and HDR support. - Moved a number of objects to an external library. - Numerous bugfixes. - Fixed some basic

bugs in the lighting system. - A new system for spawning a player from a character. - There are now lightmapped textures on the environment. - There is now a basic lightmapped system. - The FPS limits and timeouts have been increased. - The default FPS now matches the setting in the launcher. - Added support for the game's in-progress music. - The various objects are now searchable. - The water
now has a "water bed" object. - The skybox is now enabled. 82157476af
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